OVERVIEW AND PERSONAL  PERSPECTIVE 
OF THE HEALTH PROBLEM
(BURNS)

I.	Concept of the Health Problem
Burns are caused by the application of heat to the body. The depth of the resulting burn injury will be  dependent  on the intensity  and duration  of heat application and the conductivity of the  tissues involved. Damage as a result of heat rarely occurs below 45ºC. Between 45º and 50ºC, graduations of cell injury may occur; and above 50ºC, denaturation of protein elements  of the cell becomes apparent.
Burns affect the health status of an individual  leading to disability. So the economic psychological, social and emotional aspect will also be affected. In turn there will be a domino effect from the individual up to the community as a whole.

II.	Common Types
a.	according to social environment
1.	cultural practices
2.	folk beliefs
b.	according to occupations and physical environment
c.	according to the depth of the burn injury

III.	Common  Causes
a.	scalds
b.	structural fires
c.	flammable liquids and gasses
d.	electrical 
e.	chemical
f.	smoking related course

IV.	Magnitude
The availability of an objective system for estimating  a patient’s chance of survival can be invaluable  in helping physicians, patients and family members  make decisions  about resuscitation  or other care-related  issues, “ said Collen Ryan, MD, first author of the report appearing  in today’s issue of The New England Journal of Medicine. 
The researchers reviewed records of the morethan 1,600 burn patients admitted to the MGH and Shriners from 1990 to 1994 and examined whether the risk of death appeared to be associated with several factors: age, sex, extent of burn (the percentage of body  surface as flame, scald, chemical  or electrical) and whether the patient also suffered  injury to the respiratory tract (smoke  inhalation injury).
They found that 90 percent of the patients admitted during  those years survived to be released from the hospital, and they identified three associated with increased risk of death: an age of 60 or older, serious injury to more than 40 percent of body surface and the presence of inhalation injury.
Based on this information, the researchers developed a simple model for predicting   the risk of death. Patients with none of the identified risk factors have a 0.3 chance of death; patients with one risk factor have a three percent chance of death; patients with two risk factors a 33 percent chance of death; and patients with all three risk factors have an almost 90 percent chance of death. Each of the three risk factors had a similar impact on risk. 

V.	 Personal perspective on the possible solutions to the health problems
A.	Goals
1.	to lessen the incidence of burn accidents
2.	to be able to know how to handle burn injury properly
3.	to be able  to cope up the psychological aspect of the suffered  individual
B.	Strategies and Programs
Community Based
Prevention and promotion of health  program  on burn thru:
		1. Media ------------	TV programs
					radio programs
					news prints
		2. Conducting  seminars----lectures on safety  and prevention
Hospital Based
-	operative treatment
-	giving of appropriate drugs
-	physician-patient relationships
C.	Evaluation Indicators
-	decreased incidence of burn accidents
-	patients who are affected overcome in terms of psychological status.














